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Abstract

We argue that the internal energy E = (H) of a macroscopic lyitem iu ther-
mal equilibrium must increase, if we measure an observable A which does not
commute with the Hamiltonian H. We derive an expreuion for ! U iH e an pru !yg «
lower bound for this incre&se in E. We then generalize the abore result, and
•how that under certain condition* the expectation value {C\ of an observable C
thould increase by the measurement of another observable A, if A and C do not
commute.
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The time evolution of the quantum-mechanical density matrix is supposed to obey the
following differential equation [1]

(D

where (,] is the commutator. For a time-independent Hamiltonian H, (1) has the following
solution:

rtO-PMrtWHO» *>fceretf(i):=e-ul//\ (2)
However, it is known [2,3,4], but not adequately emphasized in standard textbooks, that
the above p(t) does not properly describe the development of macroscopic systems with
time, if these systems are not in their equilibrium state: This can be seen from the fol-
lowing entropy argument: The von Neumann entropy S(p) = —k Tr(p hip) is invariant
under any unitary transformation of p, i.e. S(p) = S(Up U~l). Therefore the entropy of
a system described by the p(t) of (2) will remain constent in time. But this s-ontradicUi
our expectation, that the entropy of a macroscopic system-must increase wi a time, until
it reaches equilibrium. Several remedies and interpretations have been suggested |2]-[4],
such as the so-called "coarse graining11, which leads to a master equation [2,3]. However,
this basic problem has not been resolved yet on a fundamental level, as far as I know.

Therefore, it is important to make as few* assumptions as possible on p, and to check
whether at least such minimal assumptions are logically consistent, and whether they are
not contradicted by experiment.

It seems reasonable to make the following two assumptions :
(1) The state of an ensemble at any given momemt t can be described by a density matrix
p(t)t for the purpose of calculating averages of observables according to: (A) = Tr(pA).
Note that we are not saying anything on how p{t)i» obtained.
(2) The density-matrix for macroscopic systems tn thermal cquilibruim is given by the

distribution:
e-0H

It is well-known [2,8], that the above Bultzman distribution leads to the highest entropy
for a given value of the interna/ (average) energy.

Sip* E) > S(/>; E), forE = Tr(pBH) « Tr(pH). (4)

Therefore, the use of pg tot describing the equilbrium state is at least consistent, in that
the entropy for this case is also expected , by thermodynamical arguments, to remain con-
stant - as long as the system is not disturbed from the outside.

Now, what happens to p when we measure an observable A which does not commute
with H ? According to von Neumann (5), the process of measurement increases the mixing
of the system (makes it less pure), if the results of the measurement are not registered or if
they are simply ignored by the subsequent description of the system. But once the results
are recorded, then the system collapses into a pure state. Quantitatively, let A have the



following spectral p
.11

* = E^» (5)
•si

where P, u c a coincide act of orthogonal projection operators, each corresponding to an
eigeuvalur u, uf A with multiplicity m,:

A set of projection operators P, with the properties (6) is called a resolution of identity.
After measuring .4, the density matrix p i» supposed to go over to />, which is given by

(7)

The interesting property of />, which supports the above interpretation, is that p has a
higher euttupy than p (3]-{ü): S(p) > 5(/>).

The present letter is based on the following observation: Let us """""T̂  that we measure
A for a system m thermal equilibrium. If we accept the above interpretation of />, then
how cau we explaiu the increase in entropy due to measurement, if S had already reached
it» maximum equilibrium value S ( ^ ) , corresponding to the Boltzman distribution (3) ?
One way uut of this dtlemma is to assume that the internal energy B of the system must
increase by the mtaaurcment process.

Tu check the consistency of this hypothesis, I shall prove that

È:=Tr{pH)>E:=Tr{PoH), (8)

where £" denotes the internal energy immediately after the measurement of A, whereas
B :— Tr(fftU) is the energy of the system just before A is measured.

Clearly, fa commutes with H, but p need not commute with H. Therefore, using the
energy baai», we gel

S>,|/i|£|)i, (9)

The (tt|>)|<,} are related to the eigenvalues ft, of p by a unitary transformation:
N N

where
I) :=(4) , with d.t := \UtJ\

2 := \(e.\pj)\\ (11)
is a special doubly-stochastic matrix (DSM), which I call u-DSli [6], because it is defined
in terms of a unitary matrix Vi} ; We recall that an JV x N matrix D = (d,}) is called a
DShi , if

N S

dti > U, with E d» = E Ju = *• V • a f l á Í' 112)
1=1 j-l



It can be shown [6], that the eigenvalue* of p arc related to the eigenvalue:» ot p, by a u DSM

fc=l

Note that for the above specific case, where p = pUt the eigenvectors \p,) ace equal lu
energy eigenvectors |e,). Combining these two transformations, we get

» wkert D := ̂  t14'

and p := (pi, ft, tpN)T- Note that D is a DShi , because it is a product of two DSAt .
Abo DJ, the transpose of D, is a 05AÍ • Therefore,

J2 (<.\P\'>)<> = E
tal isl

/V

where the inequality follows from a general inequality for duubly-btochastic traiiüfoi nia
tioos [7]: This inequality is valid fur an arbitrary DSM D, if the components t, of th«-
vector e are ordered according to increasing values, and if the comixmeni» p, of p form a
monotonically decreasing sequence; this is indeed the case, for the Boluinan probabilities

It is important to note, that the last equality in (15) is valid only because p was
assumed to be a Boltzman distribution, and therefore commutes with H, so that p and
H have common eigenvectoors. Hence, the inequality (15) may not be true for arbitrary p.

The above calculation was done for the mixed state, described by p. What hapjMnis if
we do record the outcome of measuring A'f Then the system would collapse into the state
|/i,) with the probability pt. Again the average energy obtained by uieasuriug many audi
systems, would be equal to É, as expected:

(E) = f) pÀ :. £ fi, TrifoHrAU) = E PJ (jt {<.\Pj)(M*>) = Ê, Í16)

which follows by interchanging the order of the summations, and using (0) .

The above results were based on two reasonable "minimal assumptions'1 plus the hy-
pothesis of von Neumann, concerning p. It would be a useful test of the above three
assumptions, if someone can devise an experiment to measure the increase A £ = È - E,
which can be calculated, in principle. Naturally, equation {15) gives a lower bouttd for the
increase in internal energy, which can only obtained in an ideal experiment. In practice,
the increase in E should be higher-



Clearly, one need i»ot measure the energy of the system immediately after the m a -
suremeut of A, but one can wait uiitil the system readies again a thermal equilibrium,
provided thai the system can be thermally isolated. In such a procedure, the increase is
energy would express itself a» au increase in temperature. By repeating this process many
time* ( starting from equilibrium —» measuring A —» isolating the system and waiting till
it readies equilibrium -» measuring A again —» ...—* etc), one might be able to obtain a
detectable increase in temperature.

One might argue that an isolated system should be described by a mierocanonical en-
semble and not by a canonical ensemble. However, if we simply take a system which was in
contact with a thermal bath and isolate it, then it seems to me that this act is equivalent
to an energy measurement, fat without recording the resulte. Thus in the spirit of the
von Neumann interpretation, we should use the mixed density matrix p to describe such
a system. But since the energy eigenvectors are equal to the eigenvectors of the Boltzman
density matrix pg, there will be no change in the density matrix, due to the thermal iso-
lation of the syatesu. Even if we suppose that the energy of the macroscopic system axe
measured, which is a very difficult task, we could conclude, by argument* similar to those
which led to equation (16), that the average results, obtained by many energy measure-
menu, will be the same as those given in (15) .

If we examine the mathematical assumptions needed to prove the inequality (15), we
arrive to a generalization, which f shall formulate abstractly as follows:

Proposition : Let p and C be two commuting hermitian operator». If their common
eigenvector» \p.) can be chosen auch that their eigenvalues,

c, :s (p,\C\p,) farm an increasing sequence with i, while
P, :— {pt\f*\p») form a decreasing sequence with i, (17)

then
Af

Tr(pC) := Tr(£,RfRC) > Tr(pC)t for any resolution of identity {/»). (18)

It i» iuiuiiively useful, to aaaonate the {/*,} with the eigenvectors of an observable A.
The proof follows by repeating the same steps as in the proof of (15) . Note that for (18)
we need not btart with an equilibrium state; Any density operator p will do, as long as it
commutes with C !

As an illustrating example of (18), we etioose C :— ~lnp, and get

- Tr(plnp) > -Triplnp) = S(j>)/k. (19)

The above generalization does not seem to have many experimental applications, as it
would seem at first: It is not difficult theoretically, to find a density matrix which com-
mutes with a given observable C: Fur example, by starting with any initial density matrix
p'*, and by simply applying the measuring apparatus of C on the macroscopic system, we
get according to. von Neumann: pc = £]si P?i>inP?i where p° commutes with C. The



real difficulty is to find a C, such that 1U eigenvalues obey the condition (17) of the above
proposition. Suppose thai we do succttxl in finding such axi observable C, theu for any
[A, pc\ ^i 0, (C) «hould increase, if we first measure A and then measure C immediately
afterward*.
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